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Abstract. The quality of input images significantly affects the outcome
of automated diabetic retinopathy screening systems. Current methods
to identify image quality rely on hand-crafted geometric and structural
features, that does not generalize well. We propose a new method for
retinal image quality classification (IQC) that uses computational algo-
rithms imitating the working of the human visual systems. The proposed
method leverages on learned supervised information using convolutional
neural networks (CNN), thus avoiding hand-engineered features. Our
analysis shows that the learned features capture both geometric and
structural information relevant for image quality classification. Experi-
mental results conducted on a relatively large dataset demonstrates that
the overall method can achieve high accuracy. We also show that effec-
tive features for IQC can be learned by full training of shallow CNN as
well as by using transfer learning.
Keywords: Digital fundus images, Diabetic retinopathy, Image quality
classification, CNN, retinal imaging.
1 Introduction
Digital fundus photography enables non-invasive diagnosis of retinal related con-
ditions like diabetic retinopathy (DR), age-related macular degeneration (AMD)
and glaucoma. The symptoms of the above conditions are well defined and visi-
ble in fundus images [6]. Consequently, automated evaluations can be performed
to support the diagnosis and documentation of these conditions [3], [15]. The
success of these automatic diagnostic systems heavily rely on the quality of im-
ages presented to them. Due to factors like level of operator expertise, type of
equipment used and patient conditions, the acquired retinal image might not
have the minimum quality that would facilitate feature extraction, leading to in-
correct analytics. Therefore, image quality classification (IQC) is an important
component in automated screening systems for diseases like diabetic retinopa-
thy. Figures 1 shows two examples of un-gradable images that hamper reliable
feature extraction.
In the context of retinal image analysis, IQC is used to grade an image accord-
ing to its usefulness to the diagnosis. The Atherosclerotic Risk in Communities
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Fig. 1. Example of un-gradable images that hamper reliable analytics.
(ARIC) [1] study identified reliable factors for IQC that were grouped into two
major categories: generic image quality parameters (e.g. contrast, clarity, etc)
and structural quality parameters (such as visibility of the optic disc and mac-
ula). Methods using generic image information include histogram matching [10]
and distribution of edge magnitudes [9]. Despite low computational complex-
ity, these methods do not always capture diversity of conditions affecting image
quality. Structural quality parameters based methods use retinal landmarks like
the vasculature [17] and multi scale filter banks [11]. They require anatomical
landmark segmentation which is complex and error prone, especially for poor
quality images. The method proposed by Paulus et al. [12] combined generic
and structural image features but rely heavily on accurate landmark segmenta-
tion.
To the best of our knowledge all the classification methods used so far for
IQC of digital fundus images rely on some kind of handcrafted features that are
based on either generic or structural quality parameters which do not generalise
well to new datasets. On the other hand, human experts rely on the capabilities
of the human visual system (HVS) to identify poor quality images and have
the capability to adapt to new scenarios based on presented data. However,
the evaluation may be subjective as it depends on a user’s perception of good
quality. Current approaches based on handcrafted features do not leverage the
functioning of the HVS to improve IQC. This necessitates solving the problem
using computational principles behind the working of the HVS, thus minimising
subjectivity and bias of existing algorithms.
We propose a novel method for retinal IQA that uses computational algo-
rithms imitating the working of the HVS. The proposed method leverages learned
supervised information using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) thus avoid-
ing hand crafted features. Our analysis shows that the learned features capture
both geometric and structural information that is relevant for IQC and the re-
sult on a relatively large dataset shows that the overall method can achieve high
accuracy.
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2 Method
We propose a data driven approach for image quality classification of retinal
fundus images. Given a fundus image Ii the intention here is to find a map-
ping f : Ii → ci; ci ∈ [0, 1] where, 0 - is of sufficient quality for automated
analysis (Gradable), 1 - does not have sufficient quality for automated analysis
(un-gradable). Existing methods first extract hand-crafted geometric or struc-
tural features, li = F(Ii), from the image and use them for the mapping, instead
of using the image information directly. In contrast, our approach employs deep
convolutional neural networks (CNN) to learn features from data that can be
used for dichotomising poor quality images. Basic CNNs model the feature ex-
tractor with consecutive layers of convolution, nonlinear activations and pooling.
These features are then connected to a multilayer neural network classifier and
the model parameters of the feature extractor and the classifier is learned end
to end by maximising the data likelihood:
arg max
w
⋃
i∈D
p (C = ci | Ii, w) (1)
where D = [Ii, ci]ni=1 is the training dataset and w are the parameters or weights
of the CNN model with a specified architecture.
Since winning the ImageNet competition in 2012 [8], CNN’s have gained wide
popularity in computer vision. There success is mainly attributed to faster pro-
cessing (GPUs), rectified linear units, dropout regularisation, and effective data
augmentation [13]. Currently there are three main techniques used in training
CNN’s for medical imaging applications [13]: training the CNN from scratch, use
trained off-the-shelf CNN’s (i.e. AlexNet [8], VGG-Net [14]) to extract features,
unsupervised pre training on large image datasets.
Training deep CNN (i.e. AlexNet, VGG-Net) from scratch requires large
amount of labeled data, which is difficult to obtain for medical applications due
to limited availability of resources (experts) for image annotations and patient
privacy issues. Therefore, in this work we investigate two CNN architectures
with two different model parameter estimation techniques. The first is a shallow
CNN (with less parameters than conventional CNNs like AlexNet) that we train
from scratch using the colour fundus image dataset described in Section 3.1. The
second network uses transfer learning, where instead of training a complete deep
network, we used pre-trained filters (trained on natural images from ImangeNet
competition) to extract features and used them in different classifiers.
2.1 Network Architecture
ShallowNet: The architecture of the shallow network trained from scratch is
illustrated in Figure 2. The network consists of three convolutional layers with
96, 256, 256 convolutional filter of kernel size 11 × 11, 5 × 5, 3 × 3 respectively.
Each Convolutional layer is immediately followed by rectified linear activations
(σ(x) = max(0, x)) and max pooling layers (each max pooling layer has kernel
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size 3 × 3). The feature maps produced by the convolution layers is then fed
in to two consecutive fully connected layers of which the output is classified
using a soft max classification layer. Training of deep network is known to be
hampered by the phenomenon called internal covariate shift (the distribution
of each layer’s inputs changes during training). To overcome the above effect,
following [5] we applied “batch normalisation” to the outputs of the first two
convolutional layers. Drop-out regularisation [16] was also used at the last two
fully connected layers to prevent over-fitting.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the shallow network used in fundus image quality assess-
ment.
The network was trained by optimising the cross-entropy loss function given
by:
E =
n∑
i=1
log (pˆi,ci) (2)
where pˆi,k = e
xik/
∑
k e
xik and xik is the k
th output of the last layer (output
layer) of the network. The above loss function was optimised using stochastic
gradient decent with momentum. The proposed network architecture was imple-
mented in caffe framework [7] and the training was carried out on a workstation
with a NVIDIA-Tesla K40 GPU. The CNN weights were initialised with random
Gaussian distributions and training was run for 30 epochs. The hyper-parameters
of the network was set as follows: momentum: 0.9; weight decay: 0.0005; learning
rate: 0.01 decreased by a factor of 10 at every 10 epochs.
AlexNet: Published in [8] AlexNet architecture consists of five convolutional
layers, three pooling layer, two local response normalisation layers and two fully
connected layers. The network was originally trained on natural images form the
ImageNet competition and the network weight are available through caffe model
zoo. Several medical imaging application has either used these trained weights
as a feature extractor or to initialise there network [2]. This practice is called
transfer learning and it helps overcome the problem of limited training data. In
this work, the training images were directly fead to the network with pertained
weights and the output of the last fully connected layer (“fc7” - with dimensions
1× 4096 ) was extracted as features. Those extracted featured (of training data
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defined in Section 3.1) were then used to train four seperate classifiers: 1) single
layer Neural Network (AlexNet-FT - this is equivalent to fine tuning the last
layer (“fc8”) of the AlexNet) 2) linear support vector machine (AlexNet-SVM),
3) Boosted trees (AlexNet-BT), 4) k-Nearest Neighbour (AlexNet-KNN). The
hyper-parameters of the three classifiers were tuned using five fold cross valida-
tion on the features extracted from training dataset.
2.2 Data Augmentation
Data augmentation is commonly used in training deep CNNs to make the net-
work robust to slight input variances (e.g. translation, rotation). In this work, we
rotated each training image by a set of fixed angles (6◦ to 210◦ with a resolution
of 6◦) to make the network rotational invariant. It is well known that the pooling
layers used in the CNN incorporate some level of translational equi-variance.
3 Results & Discussion
3.1 Data
The dataset (D1) contain 908 un-gradable retinal images and 944 gradable im-
ages. All of the images are non-mydriatic and have a 45◦ FOV and a resolution of
2812× 2442 pixels. All the images were graded by human graders, thus confirm-
ing their gradability labels. The dataset was randomly split into 75-25% training
and test segments (training set: 681 un-gradable and 708 gradable images). The
training images was then augmented to generate the dataset (see Section 2.2)
for training the networks while the test set without any augmentation was used
in our evaluations.
3.2 Relevance of CNN descriptors
CNN’ are known to act as hierarchical feature extractors, where the first level
extract simple features like edges and local contrast whereas the consecutive
layers extract complex features that combines the several low level features. To
gain an understanding of the information that the network has learned, we have
shown several feature maps at two levels of the network (extracted after the
first two convolutional layers) in Figure 3. The features extracted after the first
convolutional layer shows that the network has learned to extract geometric
information like edges of vessel structure (two left maps in the top row) as
well as relevant structural features like the macular and optic disk (Two right
maps in the top row). The features extracted after second convolutional layer
(bottom row), show clear localizations of the optic disk and macula and also
show segmentation of low and high bright regions of the retina.
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Fig. 3. Features extracted at two levels of the shallow network together with the orig-
inal input image (left). Top row shows selected feature maps extracted after the first
convolutional layer and bottom row shows selected feature maps extracted after the
second convolutional layer.
3.3 Classification Results
The classification results evaluated using the test set is presented in Table 1.
The results show that the shallow network trained from scratch has achieved
very high accuracy (8 errors in 463 tested images) with over 99% sensitivity (the
probability that the network would correctly identify a poor quality image). This
indicates that the shallow network with only three convolutional layers has been
able to learn the necessary information for image quality classification in retinal
images, from data.
The classification accuracy for fine tuning the last layer of the AlexNet
(Alexnet-FT) was similar to that obtained for the shallowNet. However, the
other three classifiers (Alexnet-SVM, Alexnet-KNN and Alexnet-BT) working
on features extracted from AlexNet (with pre trained weights) showed slightly
lower classification accuracies of around 97%. This shows that while the fea-
tures extracted from the pre-trained AlexNet is well descriptive for the task of
IQC, the final results do depend on the classifier used. It is noted here that, the
computation time for the shallow network (forward pass: 168ms, backward pass:
297ms) was significantly lower than the computation time for deeper network
i.e. Alexnet (forward pass: 518ms, backward pass: 1344ms).
The classification result also shows that extracting features using pre-trained
neural network filters can be as affective as fully training a network from scratch
for the assessment of image quality in retinal fundus images. Comparing our
results with [12, 11, 4] we come very close to the best performing methods of [4,
11]. However, we have used a much larger dataset that has images from various
machines and imaging centres, thus demonstrating our method’s robustness.
To obtain a qualitative idea of the performance, we have depicted several
images in Figure 4 where the trained classifier (shallowNet) has failed. These and
similar cases represent instances of wrong labels. Clearly the images in the top
row are actually of poor quality but have been labelled as gradable. Similarly,
the images in the bottom row are of good quality but have been incorrectly
labeled as un-gradable. These results also indicate that despite a few erroneous
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Table 1. Classification accuracy results on the test set.
Network Accuracy (%) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%)
Proposed shallowNet 98.27 97.46 99.12
Alexnet-FT 98.27 97.03 99.55
Alexnet-SVM 97.19 95.38 99.12
Alexnet-BT 96.98 99.15 94.71
Alexnet-KNN 96.98 96.19 97.80
labels our CNN based approach is able to learn a reliable feature representations
that can separate different image classes.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 4. Examples of incorrectly classified images. (a-c) Incorrectly classified as ungrad-
able. (d-e) Incorrectly classified as gradable.
4 Conclusion
We have proposed a novel method based on a shallow CNN for the purpose of
retinal image quality classification. This is an important step in large screen-
ing programs for diabetic retinopathy. The proposed shallow CNN architecture
matches the performance of a deeper architecture, but has significantly reduced
computational complexity. Experimental results on a very large dataset demon-
strate that our shallow architecture outperforms other methods that use the
learned knowledge of the baseline AlexNet method.
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